
HOW TO WRITE A RESUME THAT STANDS OUT

Two hiring managers share the best resume writing tips that will help you get noticed during the job interview process.

Finance and consulting recruiters often ask for your SAT scores, broken out by section. Find a resume
template you like and fill it out. Here's how to make it more likely that your resume will get noticed. And
again, unless you are applying for a creative position, stick to a monochromatic color palette. Heifetz suggests
adding an accomplishments section right after your opener that makes the bridge between your experience and
the job requirements. Most resumes should have an education section, followed by work experience. You can
use your resume as a way to showcase your experiences, your accomplishments, and the skills you have, but
also make it clear how you've grown over the years. Use power words The words you use can have a big
impact on whether or not a hiring manager or employer will consider you a capable candidate, so try to use
power words or phrases that demonstrate your capability. Think of Your Resume as Ad Copy As mentioned
above, use boldface font for words that draw the eye to key accomplishments or recognition. Make it readable
Stop fiddling with the margins. Is it sales volume, profit margin, donations generated, savings on expenses,
expanding memberships, grants secured, or something else? It's a simple, but effective, way to grab their
attention! Here's an example of a nicely formatted resume. DanScalco Getty Images When applying for a job,
you're counting on your skills, experience, and your overall personality to help you land that coveted position.
You also want to tweak the tone. Always remember to use metrics to back up the skills you possess so a
recruiter sees you could potentially bring those same results to this position. To help you out, I'm sharing
seven ways you make your resume stand out from the crowd and impress everyone who see it. And you're
counting on your resume to convince a recruiter that you are worth the time for said interview. Then add any
relevant education. Planned and tracked sales funnel in Salesforce. She felt challenged to keep rewriting and
improving.


